21 August 2020

Undergraduate Committee

Advisory 002-2020

For:

Incoming Transferees and Shiftees

Subject:

Validation of Economics courses taken in other UP campuses

1. Incoming transferees who wish to obtain credit for a 3-unit Econ 11 completed in
another UP campus must inform the College Secretary of their intention to do so on or
before 4pm, Wednesday, August 26, 2020 by emailing collegesec@econ.upd.edu.ph
with subject “Validation of Econ 11”. Those who do not signify their intention will be
required to re-enroll in the course.
2. Validation exams will be on Tuesday, September 1, 2020 at 10:00 am via UVLE. 1
Incoming transferees who do not take the exam at this time are assumed to have
forfeited the opportunity to validate. If the course is a prerequisite to a higher
economics course, the student will not be permitted to enroll in the higher course
unless he/she obtains the instructor’s consent.
3. If validated, Econ 11 taken in another UP campus is GE compliant.
4. Econ 100.1 and 100.2 are substitutes for Econ 11 and will give students credit for one
lower free elective but not for a GE course. Alternatively, affected students may enroll in
Econ 11 and then receive credit for either 100.1 or 100.2 (but not both) as a lower free
elective.
5. There will be no validation exams for 3-unit Econ 101 and 102 courses completed in
other UP campuses. These may instead be credited as higher free electives. Anyone who
wishes to validate a 4-unit Econ 101 and 102 course taken in another UP campus must
email immediately (by noon, Tuesday, August 25) for an initial assessment.
6. Economics courses taken outside the UP system are not credited towards a BSE or BSBE.

________________
Toby C. Monsod
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Students will need to have Dilnet accounts plus they should have created/updated their UVLe profiles.

